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Disclosure: This checklist contains affiliate links. If any of these links don’t
work, please email me at priyaflorence@gmail.com

Tools & Services For Authors
Pro Writing Aid

A grammar checker, style editor, and writing mentor in one package.

Writing Outliner

A writing software for writers. The software is a Word add-in that's seamlessly
integrated with Microsoft Word.

It turns Microsoft Word into an outliner software, a note taker software and a
document manager, in other words, it turns Microsoft Word into an all-in-on
writing tool for writers.

The Writers Treasure Chest Bundle

The Writers Treasure Chest Bundle is a fill in the blank system to get on top
and stay on top of your writing career. This is a massive collection of
everything a writer needs to hone their craft.

KDSPY

KDSPY is a unique software that provides revenue metrics, keywords,
competitor research, book tracking, and more at your fingertips so you can
uncover your 'profitable' book topic in just a few clicks.

This is one of the best tools an author can have in their toolbox for finding the
right category to get ranked in, identifying keywords and tracking your books
and those of other authors for sales ranking.
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KDROI

The KDROI software submits your book promotion to over 24 sites in 15
seconds without filling in mindless forms or having to outsource the
submissions to freelancers.

Build a High-Converting Author Website with Authorcats

Create an amazing author website with Authorcats. Turn visitors into
subscribers, paying fans, and lifelong readers. Their website templates are
designed from the ground up to convert visitors into paying readers and
lifelong fans. 

No more duct-taping together a dozen different plugins, Authorcats has
everything you need to grow your author business right out of the box,
including landing pages, book pages, joint-promo pages, customisable blocks,
automated ebook delivery, and more. 

You can even filter your catalogue by genre or pen name – so as your backlist
grows, they’ll scale up with you, no matter what genres you write.

With their new Concierge Service (included with your free trial), they’ll handle
all the tech setup – including website hosting, creating a staging site, and
installing our theme. So you can focus on the fun stuff, like customizing your
content and writing your next bestseller. 

TextSharks Professional Blog Post Writing Services

Tired of searching for writers and negotiating the price? Now you can hire
professional writers to create content that converts customers and engages
your audience. Their speciality is assigning projects to their writers based on
their specific knowledge of your industry.
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Courses For Authors
30-Day Book Writing Bootcamp

The 30-Day Book Writing Bootcamp is a helpful, inspiring, and actionable
course that will not only help you overcome all the hurdles you face when it
comes to writing your book, but it will become your go-to guide for mastering
the techniques every author needs to know.

You'll get an entire 4-week home study course with video training modules + 4
fast action plans worksheets + 4 program accelerator checklists + slide
downloads for each week.

How To Write And Publish A Book

Kindle self-publishing is the fastest way for independent authors to get their
voice out and build a brand as an author. This step-by-step guide to becoming
an author on Amazon Kindle will cover how to publish a book on Amazon KDP
publishing with Kindle publishing guidelines you can download and keep for
reference.

Even if you’re writing a book for the first time, you'll get easy-to-follow writing
tips for beginners that will take you through the steps to writing a book, as well
as the book publishing process on Amazon Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP).

Whether you want to boost your personal brand, get known for your expertise,
or just make money online from Kindle Publishing royalties, this course will
give you the guidance and the tools you need to write and publish your book
and become an author.

This course is available as a free bonus with my Creating Brand YOU course.
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How To Get A Six-Figure Book Advance

Have you gotten a paltry advance for your book? Can’t get an agent interested
in your idea? Thinking about self-publishing but want the credibility and name
that comes from having a reputable New York publishing house behind you?

Now you can find out how to make big money for your book idea… even before
you write it… (even if it’s your first book). Learn how to develop your idea into a
book that sells, so you land a book deal, instead of languishing in the giant
slush pile of unpublished authors.

How to Write a Book in Less than 24 Hours

Learn how to write and publish your own ebook in less than 24 hours with
author, six-figure marketer and coach, Stefan James. In this comprehensive
training program, he shows you step-by-step how you can write a book in less
than 24 hours, even if you’re not a good writer.

Kindle Money Mastery

In his program, K Money Mastery, Stefan James shows you step-by-step how
you can generate passive income by selling Kindle eBooks.

Free Marketing Courses to Promote Your Book

These free and paid marketing courses and tools will help you create an
author platform and learn how to promote your book for more sales.
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Social Media Groups For Book Promotion &
Reviews
Here are some Facebook & LinkedIn Groups where you can promote your book
and network with authors and reviewers.

Creative Designers And Writers: Authors, Artists, Book & Painting Promotion

Passion for Books

Writers and Readers Unite

All About Books

Author Book Promotions

Reviewers Roundup

<Kindle Book Promotion> Authors, Writers & Bloggers

Free Author Book Promotion

Julies Book Review- Reviewers for Authors

Promote Your Book Free Group

Book Promotion Library

Book Promotion and Reviews

Promote Your Books Book Group

Book Lovers of India
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Thirsty Author eBook Promotion

Readers of Indian Writings

Advertise Your Book/Talent

Happy Bookers. (A group for Book Reviewers, Authors & Writers)

Indian readers heaven

Indie authors' eBook and paperback promotion

Book Reviewers Needed

Global Book Promotion Center

Kindle Indie Book Lovers

Marketing | Social Media | Business Facebook Marketing group

Marketing & Social Media for Writers, Entrepreneurs, and Businesses
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Book Marketing Websites
WordLikes

OltoBooks

Creative Designers Writers

Bmi Books

Best Reads

OltoApp

Writers Support
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